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Abstract: Diacylglycerol kinase (DGK) is recognized as the key enzyme of the lipid signaling pathway,
which involves the transduction of messages from hormones, neurotransmitters, and immunologic
and growth factors. Regarding their essential role in animal physiology, many plant biologists
have predicted a similar enzymatic influence in plants. However, a small number of recent studies
have revealed the complexity of the involvement of DGK genes in the modulation of plant growth,
development, and adaptation in both biotic and abiotic stress conditions. Here, we describe recent
discoveries on the role of DGK genes in the plants’ responses to biotic or abiotic stressors. Moreover,
we discuss how DGK enzymes regulate plant cellular activities during the adaptation of plants to a
readily changing environment. DGK is an enzyme that plays a pivotal role in plant lipid signaling,
by catalyzing the phosphorylation of the diacylglycerol (DAG) to phosphatidic acid (PA), which is a
crucial molecule in a plant’s metabolic network, leading to its response to various external stresses.
DGK enzymes are the principal moderators of PA generation in plant cells; this consequently affects
its derived products—hence, enabling their activities in lipid signaling networks and cell homeostasis.
Thus, understanding the DGK operational mode and interactions between the production and
accumulation of PA would constitute a significant advancement in investigating the mechanism of
stress adaptation in plants.

Keywords: diacylglycerol kinase; phosphatidic acid; ROS; reactive oxygen species; ABA; abscisic
acid; PIP2 phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate; biotic stress; abiotic stress

1. Introduction

Plants are continuously subjected to diverse environmental stresses and have developed efficient
mechanisms to survive under such adverse conditions. Over the past decade, studies have been intensely
focused on the molecular mechanisms that are involved in both biotic and abiotic stress responses
and/or stress tolerance, with much priority on adaptive mechanisms relating to individual stresses [1,2].

Several studies have provided important avenues for the improvement of plant adaptation
to external stress factors [3,4]. Studies on both biotic and abiotic stresses have independently
revealed significant amounts of data for a plethora of genes and have successfully identified several
stress-responsive genes [5–9]. These stress-responsive genes include the locus that encodes for
the diacylglycerol kinase (DGK) enzyme, which stands out by its important roles in plant growth,
development, and stress tolerance through phosphatidic acid (PA) signaling in plants. The enzymatic
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function of DGK coupled with PA production can moderate the activation of many phytohormones,
controlling stomatal closure, regulating cell membrane permeability, and other cellular processes
via altering its enzyme activity [10]. Lipids are fundamental metabolites in plant development and
stress responses [11], and PA is the glycerophospholipid that plays a crucial role in the biosynthesis of
several complex lipids, and it is also recognized as a key molecule in lipid signaling in plants [12,13].
The endoplasmic reticulum, the mitochondria, and the plastids are the main compartments of cells that
generate PA, which is mostly derived from varied phospholipase networks in the plasma membrane
and serves as a major precursor of phospholipids and glycolipids in plants [14]. PA is commonly
known as one of the most important secondary messengers for signal transduction cascades—notably,
in multiple plant abiotic stress responses such as salinity [15], abscisic acid [16], osmotic pressure [17,18],
drought [19], wounding and nodulation factor [20] ethylene [20], cold [21] and other temperature
changes [22], and pathogen attacks [23]. Overall, PA accumulation is closely linked to the mechanisms
involved in plant cell adaptation to combat numerous stresses, and in some cases, positive-strand
RNA viruses even use PA to activate their replication [24]. PA is mainly produced by the hydrolytic
action of two important phospholipases—namely, phospholipase D (PLD) and phospholipase C
(PLC)—coupled with the catalytic actions of diacylglycerol kinases, PLC, and DGK [25,26]. The PA
generated from the PLC/DGK pathway has the activity with the largest scope during the molecular,
cellular, and physiological responses. This explains its capacity to stimulate several reactions in plants
via its activation of a large number of protein targets [14,27]. PA production from diacylglycerol (DAG)
phosphorylation through the DGK enzyme activity is the main reaction of lipid signaling in plants.
DGK enzymes can create local changes in cell membrane configurations through their generation
of PA and via modifying its electrostatic charge, which leads to the enlistment and triggering of
various proteins [28].

Diacylglycerol kinase is the fundamental membrane enzymatic protein that catalyzes the ATP-
dependent phosphorylation of DAG to PA. DGK plays an important role in lipid homeostasis through
the modulation of the abundance of PAs and diacylglycerols (DAG); those are among the pivotal
molecules that hold essential roles in several plant signaling pathways, including the lipid signaling
pathway [29,30], with the lipid signaling pathway known as a key network of plant growth and plant
stress tolerances.

The efficiency of lipid signaling pathway depends on the actions of the secondary messengers,
the signal transduction cascade events, and the nature or the composition of the engaged
lipid. This pathway mainly recruits phosphoglycerolipids, such as diacylglycerol kinase (DGK),
phosphatidylinositols (PI), phosphatidic acid (PA), nonspecific phospholipase C (NPC), PLC, and PLD [31],
and the contribution of PLD to plant tip growth is also well-documented [26].

Amongst the phytohormones required for the modulation of plant growth and development,
Brassinosteroids (BRs) are one of the eminent classes of steroid hormone involved in key processes.
The linkage between BRs and PA activity was further exhibited, and the PA level appeared to be
strongly increased in root meristem cells of Arabidopsis thaliana in response to BR treatment [32].
In 2016, Derevyanchuk and colleagues revealed that Epibrassinolide (EBL) plays an important
role in the regulation of plant growth and PA production in Brassica napus under high salinity
conditions [33]. The same study showed the existing interaction between DGKs and EBL, by displaying
DGK involvement in the formation of PA molecules in response to BR treatment, using a specific DGK
inhibitor, R59022 [34].

In addition, recent studies revealed attractive results, such as the inhibition of DGK function
strongly affecting root elongation and the dgk4 knockout mutant developing defective pollen,
as demonstrated via a transgenic knockdown approach of the Arabidopsis DGK2 gene. This DGK2
knockdown mutant had an alteration of gametophyte structure, which strongly disturbed the leaves
and the growth of the roots [35]. In knockdown lines, a glycerolipid analysis displayed that,
in floral buds and leaves of the Arabidopsis thaliana, both the metabolism of phosphatidylglycerol
and phosphatidylinositol metabolism were affected differently by stress exposure. The expression of
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MpDGK2 from Malus prunifolia conferred drought stress tolerance in transgenic Arabidopsis through the
modification of stomatal closure under water shortage conditions and the accumulation of hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2). These outcomes suggest that DGKs are essential during gametogenesis, plant stress
responses, and phospholipid metabolism involved in vegetative and reproductive growth [34–37].

Plants are generally confronted with variations of their environment, which, in some cases,
can seriously affect their growth, development, and productivity. Besides its role as an effective gene
family that is widely expressed in response to minerals like metals, metalloid ions, and other beneficial
elements, DGK has emerged as being crucial in diverse plant stress responses [38]. In nonactivated cells,
DGK activity lowly enables the DAG used for the biosynthesis of glycerol phospholipid, but this activity
increases during the initiation of the phosphoinositide pathway [39]. PA and DAG are involved as
different bioactive lipids in plant lipid signaling and have distinct cell targets. Recent studies positioned
the diacylglycerol kinase as a key enzyme that regulates various cell reactions by controlling the parity
between two important second messengers. Moreover, a critical reductive coenzyme (NADPH) is
generated by DGK enzymes during the biosynthesis of flavonoids and lignin, while the activation
of tobacco NADPH oxidase-dependent by DGK enzymes strongly increased during the cryptogenic
stress treatment [40]. Additionally, during the apoplastic oxidative reaction in most plant-pathogen
reactions, the production of reactive oxygen species is driven by NADPH oxidases [41].

This review provides a theoretical foundation for the research on plant stress resistance; it stands
on research progresses on the PA derived from the catalytic activity of DGK enzymes, which is
different from that derived from PLD. This difference is based on the fatty acid composition and
differential 32Pi-labeling characteristics of PA [10]. In this section, we mostly highlight the recent
research progress on the roles of diacylglycerol kinase in the plant lipid signaling pathways and
investigate its corresponding mechanisms that allow a plant to cope with stress. More investigation on
the biological knowledge of the DGK roles, both in biotic and abiotic stress, is still needed to provide
supplementary information for further study advancement. Therefore, the understanding of novel
DGK mechanisms in plant stress responses could provide a new avenue to enhance crop resistance
and, consequently, boost crop yields to combat the food shortages that are currently being experienced
in some parts of the world.

2. Structure and Isoforms of Plant DGK Genes

Many studies have been carried out on the expression of DGK genes in diverse organisms,
with the highest diversity in mammals (10 isoforms), compared to only one DGK gene identified in
Drosophila melanogaster [42]. In mammals, DGKs are classified into five subtypes, according to their
conserved protein domains. Considering their catalytic and accessory domains, the catalytic domain
is strongly conserved, with different characteristics within the subtypes [43,44]. The type I isoforms
(DGKα, β, and γ) have two repeated calcium-binding EF hand motifs; type II DGK (δ, η, and κ) are
characterized by a Pleckstrin homology domain; type III (DGKε) has a hydrophobic domain; type IV
DGK (ζ and ι) show common myristoylated alanine-rich C kinase substrates (MARCKS) and ankyrin
repeat (ANK) elements; and finally, the type V isoform (DGKθ) is characterized by three C1 domains.
Multiple functional analyses on the DGK conserved domains either in animals, algae, or plants have
also clearly highlighted the potential role of specific motifs and their regulations [45,46]. Meanwhile,
many DGK isoforms were also described with higher diversity and to perform several pivotal roles in
human cells [47].

In plants, DGKs also exist in various isoforms, with almost all containing similar conserved
catalytic, accessory, and ATP-binding domains. The ATP-binding region is generally flanked by the
consensus GXGXXG/A, which is essential for the kinase activity in controlling the balance between
DAG and PA levels coordinately. Moreover, this domain directs the physiological functions in the
appropriate cell types [34]. However, research on plant DGKs is only recent, and the majority of these
studies have been mainly focused on the identification and the characterization of DGK isoforms by
in-silico analyses in several plant models, with a well-known genome in which several isoforms were
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identified. The distribution of DGK isoforms in plants is widely spread, and the prominent research
publications on plant DGKs have revealed 7 DGK isoforms in Arabidopsis thaliana (AtDGK) [34,48];
8 isoforms in Oryza sativa (OsDGK) [49] and Malus domestica (MdDGK) [19]; 12 isoforms in Glycine max
(GmDGK) [50]; and 7 isoforms in Zea mays (ZmDGK) [51,52], Solanum lycopersicum (SlDGK) [53],
and Triticum aestivum (TaDGK) [54] (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic analyses of diacylglycerol kinase (DGK) genes in four plant models: Glycine max
(Gm), Arabidopsis thaliana (At), Oryza sativa (Os), and Malus domestica.

The structure of plant DGK genes is less complex than that of animals [55]. In plants,
following their protein-conserved domains, DGK genes are divided into three different clusters:
clusters I, II, and III. Thus, in Cluster I, all plant DGKs hold a universal framework: (YT-upstream
basic region-VP) -(3aa)-(DAG/PE-BD-1)-(12aa)-(DAG/PE-BD-2/extCRD-like)-(~130aa)-(DGKc/DGKa
domain). While DGK genes that belong to clusters II and III have only conserved the catalytic (DGKc)
and accessory (DGKa) domains (Figure 2). For example, cluster II (AtDGK3, AtDGK4, and AtDGK7)
and III (AtDGK5 and AtDGK6) are deprived of a transmembrane helix but can still be engaged in
the plasma membrane [40]. However, in Arabidopsis thaliana, it was previously proved that cluster
I diacylglycerol kinases are sufficient to target the proteins of the cell membrane; this is because its
conserved catalytic and C1-type domains are suggested as binding the substrate DAG [56].
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The exon/intron organization of DGK genes in plants was found to be almost the same in individual
clusters. For example, seven exons are found in cluster I DGKs, and 12 exons are harbored by cluster II
and III DGKs, a finding that suggests that these genes belong to the same ancestors [57,58].Agronomy 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 26 
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Figure 2. A generalized representation of plant DGK protein-conserved domains in a different cluster.
The purple box represents an upstream basic region, the yellow boxes, two DAG-binding domains
(C1 and C2), black box, an extended cysteine-rich domain (extCRD), the diacylglycerol kinase accessory
domain (DGKa) by the cream colored boxes, the diacylglycerol kinase catalytic domain (DGKc) by a
blue box, and calmodulin-binding domain (CBD) by the red box.

3. Subcellular Localization and Tissue Distribution of DGK Genes

A study from Massart and Zierath (2019) on the movement of diacylglycerol kinases during
the metabolism of glucose and the energy consumed for cell homeostasis showed that DGK genes
are present in various subcellular compartments and that their activities are closely dependent on
extracellular stimuli, binding partners, and DAG availability [59]. Additionally, in quiescent cells,
DGK activity remains very low but quickly increases upon stimuli; therefore, it can create different
pools of DGK activities during eukaryotic cell metabolism [28]. The movement of DGK enzymes
in different cell compartments mostly results from the intensity or the nature of the stimulation.
For example, in mammalian cells, inactive DGKα switches into the plasma membrane in an active form
during the calcium-dependent cell signaling pathway in response to the stimulation of extracellular
receptors or cell-surface receptors [59]. In plants, a fusion recombinant protein method was used to
characterize the subcellular localization of many DGK isoforms [53]. Nevertheless, further investigation
on the intracellular localization and the characterization of the different plant DGK isoforms within
different cell or tissue types is still necessary [60,61]. DGK subcellular localization in plants was mainly
studied from 1989 to 1992; their activities were notably detected in plant key organelles, such as the
nucleus [62,63], the cytoskeleton [64], chloroplasts [65], and the plasma membrane [64]. Additionally,
it is possible to predict the subcellular localization of certain proteins through online bioinformatics
tools [66,67]. This method predicted the endoplasmic reticulum and other key organelles as the main
DGK destinations. In 2019, predictions for the subcellular localization of the whole DGK gene family
were performed on two plant models: the Arabidopsis thaliana and Glycine max models [50]; the online
investigation predicted the localization of DGKs in almost every key organelle of a plant cell (Table 1).
However, in mammalian cells, DGKθ and DGKα were also found in the plasma membrane, indicating
that they could transit from the cytosol to the plasma membrane [68,69].
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Table 1. Subcellular localization data found on DeepLoc-1.0; the uncolored cases represent the highest values for each gene in different parts of the cell. From top to
bottom, the values in the table are grouped according to clusters I, II, and III (from Carther et al.) [50].

Genes Nucleus Cytoplasm Peroxisome Cell
Membrane Mitochondrion Lysosome Golgi

Apparatus
Endoplasmic
Reticulum

Extra
Cellular Plastid

GmDGK2 0.0002 0 0.0001 0.7858 0.0008 0.0152 0.0935 0.1044 0 0

GmDGK11 0.0046 0.0004 0.0112 0.4733 0.0278 0.0728 0.1536 0.2536 0.001 0.0017

GmDGK12 0.0013 0.0003 0.0013 0.6059 0.0041 0.0395 0.1734 0.1736 0.0001 0.0006

AtDGK1 0.0003 0 0.0002 0.8015 0.0004 0.0044 0.1111 0.0821 0.0001 0

ATDGK2 0.0001 0 0 0.7834 0.0001 0.0007 0.1733 0.0422 0 0

GmDGK5 0.0781 0.5242 0.1985 0.0734 0.0589 0.0187 0.0095 0.0266 0.0055 0.0066

GmDGK6 0.2288 0.6091 0.0339 0.0066 0.0414 0.0133 0.0105 0.0124 0.0088 0.0351

GmDGK7 0.2419 0.4886 0.034 0.0586 0.092 0.0273 0.0196 0.0254 0.0053 0.0072

GmDGK10 0.463 0.3372 0.0123 0.0482 0.0688 0.0125 0.0087 0.0046 0.0067 0.0379

AtDGK3 0.4414 0.2774 0.1085 0.0666 0.0377 0.0174 0.0164 0.0151 0.0105 0.009

AtDGK4 0.3848 0.3591 0.0154 0.1309 0.008 0.043 0.0172 0.0117 0.0279 0.0021

AtDGK7 0.5091 0.3567 0.0071 0.0567 0.0048 0.0175 0.0139 0.0112 0.0222 0.0001

GmDGK1 0.227 0.4039 0.1129 0.0527 0.1044 0.0145 0.0408 0.0241 0.0071 0.0126

GmDGK3 0.2122 0.3607 0.2087 0.0677 0.0782 0.0097 0.0187 0.0174 0.0091 0.0187

GmDGK4 0.212 0.49 0.112 0.0663 0.0553 0.0173 0.014 0.0114 0.0109 0.0108

GmDGK8 0.2563 0.5964 0.0152 0.0569 0.021 0.0169 0.0117 0.0089 0.013 0.0036

GmDGK9 0.2012 0.5483 0.0758 0.0989 0.0142 0.0202 0.0154 0.0096 0.0141 0.0022

AtDGK5 0.1692 0.6145 0.0836 0.0434 0.0313 0.0186 0.0154 0.0112 0.0087 0.004

AtDGK6 0.287 0.6074 0.0077 0.0558 0.0059 0.0143 0.0076 0.0043 0.0081 0.00019
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The investigation on the subcellular localization of DGK genes reported their wide distribution
in different cell compartments and revealed their movements across several organelle membranes.
The presence of DGK genes was already reported in almost every plant tissue at a different stage of
their development. In Arabidopsis, AtDGK1 and AtDGK2 protein encoding domain organizations are
similar and belong to Cluster I of the plant DGKs. AtDGK1 cDNA was isolated and mainly expressed
in roots, shoots, and leaves [38], while the AtDGK2 transcript was expressed in the whole plant, except
in the stems [48]. The AtDGK7 transcript is prominent in flowers and young tissues; the expression of
AtDGK2, AtDGK4, and AtDGK5b genes was found in stem cells; and further, AtDGK4 and GmDGK1
genes exhibited their highest levels of expression in the raceme. In the inflorescence and floral tissues,
AtDGK3, AtDGK4, and AtDGK5 are expressed in petals, stamens, and pistils and highly expressed
in the stamen [39,70]. Subsequently, six DGK genes (DGK1, DGK2, DGK4, DGK5, DGK7, and DGK8)
were identified in apples with the high expression in the stems and flowers [71]. Another study on
maize revealed DGKs in various plant tissues during the reproductive, vegetative, and developmental
stages; this includes the stems, roots, seedlings, elongation stage, huge bellbottom stage, tasseling
stage, the endosperm, and mature seeds. Findings on DGK genes from Arabidopsis, barley, soybean,
rice, wheat, and tomato displayed their ubiquitous expression in most analyzed tissues of each of these
plant species.

4. DGK in Plant Development

Diacylglycerol kinase is known as the integral membrane enzymatic protein that catalyzes
the ATP-dependent phosphorylation of DAG to form PAs [72]. The coupled PLC/DGK pathway
is the second-most prolific generator of PA in plants, and its production of PA decreases during
the biosynthesis or the disruption of both phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate (PtdIns(4)P) and
phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PtdIns(4,5)P2) [73].

The PLC/DGK network is involved in various forms of plant metabolism, especially during periods
when the plant is experiencing external stress; its action requires the intervention of three principal
metabolites: PA, PI-phospholipase C (PI-PLC), and DAG. During a plant’s immune response, PA pools
that derive from the PLC/DGK signaling pathway are rapidly collected towards the stimuli, and only a
little fraction of the collected PA belongs to the activity of PLD in the effector-triggered immunity (ETI)
response [74,75]. PI-PLC generates DAG, which is mainly and promptly phosphorylated by DGK to
produce a specific pool of PA different from that of PI-phospholipase D (PI-PLD) [76]. The catalytic
action of the DGK enzymes combined with PIP2 hydrolysis can also generate a polyunsaturated
PA from PLC during the signal transduction cascade in eukaryotic cells [77]. In 2008, Munnik and
Testerink proposed that the regulation of root growth in response to any kind of stress was stimulated
by polyunsaturated PA, and this was correlated to glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAPDH) degradation. Later, this hypothesis was confirmed when a recent study on the root tissues of
Arabidopsis thaliana properly demonstrated that GAPDH/GAPC was targeted and modulated by PA
from the PLC/DGK pathway in reaction to a salt stress treatment [78].

The underestimation of the DAG signaling pathway in plants is explained by the small affluence
of DAG and its rapid transformation into PA by DGK enzymes, but PA obviously remains the
principal regulatory element of plant lipid signaling. Therefore, direct actions of DGK enzymes in
plant stress responses are emerging to be an important issue in plant stress resistance and demand
more investigations [79].

4.1. DGK in Growth and Development

Genetic and biochemical studies have attributed a crucial role to DGK genes in plant abiotic stress
responses in plants [80]. Meanwhile, some advances have been noted in the investigation on their
roles in the growth and development of plants. In 2004, Zimmermann and colleagues showed that the
expression of DGK4 was significant in flowers, juvenile leaves, and root apical meristems, with the
highest expression in pollen tissues [81]. This finding urged more investigations on the possible
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role of DGK in plant metabolism during development. DGK plays a pivotal role in plant growth
and development by regulating the transformation of the second messenger DAG to generate PA,
which forms a central signaling molecule in plant cell metabolism. When investigating plant growth
factors in Arabidopsis, the use of the DGK inhibitor R59022 differentially affected AtDGK2 and AtDGK7
activities in vitro and altered the plant growth and development, revealing a possible role for DGK genes
in root growth [48]. A recent study from Yuan and colleagues revealed that OsDGK1-overexpressing
seedlings supplemented with DAG restored the lateral root (LR) density and seminal root (SR) formation
in mutant rice. Furthermore, the LR and SR densities were re-established in mutant dgk1 seedlings
during PA treatment, compared to those of the wild type (WT). Furthermore, the authors demonstrated
that the concentrations of DAG and PA, respectively, increased and decreased in response to the
DGK inhibitor R59022 to restore the phenotypes of the roots in the OsDGK1-overexpressing seedlings.
Together, these results highlighted the critical role of DGK as an associated lipid mediator during
rice root development and the promotion of LR and SR formation. The protein-conserved domain
analysis and the subcellular localization of DGK proteins in key plant organelles also suggest that DGK
enzymes might strongly participate in various cellular metabolism processes during different plant
developmental stages [82]. In addition, considering the important role of calcium in plant growth
and development to regulate plant cell homeostasis [83], also revealed was the interaction between
diacylglycerol kinase (LeCBDGK) and a CaM-calcium-modulated system that was first demonstrated
in tomatoes by Snedden and Blumwald in 2000, where they suggested a functional role to LeDGK1
in the Ca2+/CaM-independent mechanism [53,84]. Thereby, during their different developmental
stages, plants could balance PA formation using the CaM binding coupled with DGK enzymes,
PLD, the calcium-transporting ATPase, and the plasma membrane-type (ACA8) (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The role of DGKs in plant development; maintaining of the balance between the phosphatidic
acids (PA) generation and the diacylglycerol (DAG) production by the coupled actions of the
phospholipase D (PLD) and diacylglycerol kinase (DGK), which are both activated by the CaM-binding
enzymes. phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), and phosphatidylglycerol (PG)
also activate PLD.

Note that DAG is also generated upon the hydrolysis of PA by the CaM-binding phosphatase and
that the reverse reaction of converting DAG to PA is also achieved by both the CaM-binding kinase
and DGK [85]. During the process of stomatal closure, several other additional events in relation
with the DGK enzyme activity may occur and require more attention [86,87]. Among these events,
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the association between PLDδ and free calcium from the cytoplasm ((Ca2+)cyt) was the most illustrative
during the stomatal opening and closing [88].

Recent studies simultaneously conducted on seven DGK and eleven PA phosphatase genes
showed specific expression patterns in distinct floral organs, displaying the role of the active reactions
(phosphorylation/dephosphorylation) between DAG and PA in flowers [65]. PA from the DGK actions
plays a significant role in flower development, and the level of the same PA was lower during
the imbibition and higher in the seedling growth stage. However, the functional characterization
and the regulatory mechanisms of DGK genes in plant physiology remains unclear and requires
further research.

4.2. DGK in Nitric Oxide-Dependent Pollen Tube Guidance and Fertilization

Nitric oxide (NO) is a fundamental molecule that plays important roles in both animals and
plant cell signaling. Nitric oxides are key elements for plant development, especially its well-known
contribution during the generation of pollen tubes (PTs) and its mobilization in responses to both
biotic and abiotic stresses. The intracellular reaction to NO is combined with certain important
events, including the increase of the cytosolic Ca2+ level, actin organization, cell wall sedimentation,
and vesicle trafficking [89–91]. In a recent study, Wong et al. (2019) demonstrated that the absence of
pollen-specific DGK in the PTs of Arabidopsis slows down plant growth and increases the insensitivity
to NO-dependent growth inhibition responses. Thus, the recombinant protein DGK (DGK4) improves
the detection of stimuli and signaling in PTs. The faster diffusion of NO as a gas, along with other
results, suggest that NO might serve in a long and rapid range of signaling networks during the
programming phase of angiosperm reproduction; hence, combined with the DGK catalytic enzymes,
this could form a fascinating avenue for studies of pollen tube guidance and fertilization [92].

5. DGK in Plant Stress Adaptation

Many studies on the roles of DGK genes in plant adaptation to environmental stresses have
been performed in several plant species, such as Arabidopsis, soybeans, apples, and rice. However,
the knowledge of the role of DGKs remains poorly described in higher plants. In mammalian cells,
DGK is well-studied; in this case, DGK enzymes can transit from the cytosol to the plasma membrane and
vice versa, and its ease of movement across the plasma membrane reveals the important transitioning role
of DGK transmembrane proteins during the communication between the intracellular and extracellular
cell mediums [93]. The same DGK transitioning study has not yet been carried out in plants but was
linked in the proteomes of cultivated plants, and the physiological roles of DGK and the comprehensive
phylogenetic analysis of DGK isoforms were identified by the Genevestigator platform [94].

Studies on plant DGK genes have demonstrated their important interactions with some known
beneficial elements like sodium (Na) and aluminum (Al) with other metal and metalloid ions such as
arsenic (As), silver (Ag), chromium (Cr), cadmium (Cd), and mercury (Hg) [95,96]. These beneficial
elements are located in different cell compartments with distinct roles. This confirmed that DGK genes
are widely spread in the plant cell while owing transitioning activities and suggested that DGK genes
could modulate plant reactions to homeostasis-inducing elements.

PA production is strongly modulated by any mutation in an individual DGK gene in plants,
indicating the functional redundancy for DGK genes [22]. This genetic redundancy gives more
importance to the gene family in plants; thus, the kinase activity of recombinant DGK4 was determined
by measuring the amount of the ATP energy used to phosphorylate DAG in plant cells [43,97]. The most
efficient response in plants to biotic or abiotic stresses remains the prompt and brief generation of PA
via the PLC/DGK pathway, and this process is implicated in the osmotic stress response caused by
dehydration [98], salt [17,99], and temperature stress [21,22]. Today, an increasing indicator underlines
the emerging role of DGK enzymes in plant key processes, such as plants’ growth, development,
and responses to environmental stimuli and stresses.
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5.1. Biotic Stress

The plant biotic stresses are external stress factors that are caused by other living organisms,
such as bacteria, viruses, fungi, arachnids, nematodes, weeds, and insects. In contrast to the abiotic
stress, which is linked to environmental factors, biotic stress is the main cause of harvest losses in
agriculture, since it can directly rob the nutrients of the host plant, reducing its vigor or even leading
to death [100].

Plants are sessile organisms that, therefore, cannot avoid various external stress factors. Besides
their immobility and the complexity of their adaptive response system, plants have nonetheless
developed many sophisticated mechanisms to neutralize biotic stress agents. A plethora of biotic stress
resistance genes encode for many signaling pathways, involving several fundamental metabolites
that are stimulated by kinase cascade activities. This kinase activity is mainly associated with varied
vital metabolites such as reactive oxygen species (ROS), cell calcium (Ca2+), abscisic acid (ABA),
jasmonate acid (JA), salicylic acid (SA), and ethylene, which are important second messengers involved
in plant signal transduction during the stress response. Discoveries on the DGK activities in diverse
metabolisms have been displayed in several plants, and the notifications of their potential roles in the
modulation of the PA pathway that derives from the transcription of plant PLC, DGK, or PLD genes
remain unclear. However, the induced enzymatic activities of DGK proteins were increased upon
pathogen infection or elicitor treatment in tomato [101], rice [102–104], tobacco [105], and Arabidopsis
plants [106]. The DGK enzyme activity is the main moderator of lipid signaling in plants; it modifies
the membrane configuration and its electrostatic charge, leading to the enlistment and triggering of
various proteins [28].

The role of DGK5 in the production of ROS was revealed by using the FLS2-BAK1 receptor
complex in a signaling cascade of flagellin recognition (downstream) and the NADPH oxidase RbohD
during ROS formation (upstream). This study also displayed DGK activity as the principal origin of the
detected plant PA and suggested that it can step into the basal transcriptome regulation, the stimulation
of callose accumulation in the apoplast, and the tolerance to the pathogen Pseudomonas syringae pv
in tomato variety DC3000 [107]. The PA generated from DGK activity plays an important role
in the activation of NADPH oxidase and, consequently, stimulated ROS signaling in the response
of a plant to abiotic stresses. In addition, genetic studies generated more evidence to supply the
different roles of DGK in the modulation of plant reactions to biotic stress. For example, during
the AvrRpt2-induced disease resistance responses in tomatoes, PA accumulation via the PLC-DGK
pathway was prompted (rapid response in minutes), while the PLD pathway was involved in
the second phase (hours) [74,75]. Additionally, in peas (Pisum sativum), the inhibition of DGK
activity using the complex R59022 slowed down the conversion of DAG to PA and upgraded the
elicitor-mediated accumulation of the phytoalexin pisatin, inducing phenylalanine ammonia-lyase
(PAL) expression [108]. The overexpression of the rice DGK gene (OsBIDK1) in tobacco improved
its tolerance to Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and Phytophthora parasitica var. nicotianae infections [54].
In another case, the nitric oxide response was regulated by the guanylyl cyclase domain of DGK4,
providing the relation between two important second messengers, Ca2+ signaling and nitric oxide
(NOX), in the tube guidance [109]. These messengers (NOX and Ca2+) are both engaged in the
functional role of DGK4; therefore, the authors suggested a bifunctional method that might operate as a
link between signaling pathways [110]. Additionally, two DGK homologs, AtDGK5 in Arabidopsis and
tomato SlDGK1, have the CBD domains in one of their two splice variants, suggesting a physiological
function of DGK genes in Ca2 signaling, since we know that cytosolic Ca2+ is a common element in
biotic and abiotic stress signaling pathways.

In addition, phospholipases A2 (PLA2) represents a family of many unrelated proteins with
similar enzymatic activities, which classifies them in two groups: the Ca2+-independent PLA2 and
the lipoprotein-associated PLA2s (lp-PLA2), also known as platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase
(PAF-AH). Several members of the PLA2 family, such as PLP2a and pPLA-IIα, combined with
DGKs are among proteins that increase in concentration during plant immune responses to biotic
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stresses [111], inducing a fast PA accumulation upon exposure to pathogenic infections by oomycetes,
fungi, or bacteria [112].

In 2003, Den Hartog et al. demonstrated that, during plant stress responses, the origin of PA
production is closely linked to its predicted role and the involved signal pathway. The authors used
the Nod factors, or xylanase, to stimulate PA production in a cell-suspension culture of Medicago sativa.
This result revealed that PA produced by the stimulation of the PI-PLC/DGK network was trigged by
Nod factor, Chito-tetraose, or xylanase treatments, while both PI-PLC and PLD were activated by the
Nod factor treatments in the same cell suspension [113,114]. This study displayed the importance of
DGK in plant immune responses, the crosstalk between the PI-PLC/DGK and PLD networks, and their
distinct reactions in plant symbiosis.

In summary, several functions are attributed to DGK during immune reactions in animals,
but much remains to be proven in the context of similar actions in plants. Although there is little
evidence that shows their fundamental roles in plant immune responses against biotic aggressors,
however, the existing relationships between DGK and the key metabolites of immune responses in
plants under biotic stresses remain to be investigated.

5.2. Abiotic Stress

During their adaptive mechanisms in response to abiotic stresses like salinity, drought, and cold,
plants accumulate many biomolecules that cannot have a functional role in plant metabolism.
These molecules that accumulate in response to changes in environmental parameters can be
osmolytes like proline [115], heat shock proteins (HSPs) [116,117], dehydrins, late embryogenesis
abundant (LEA) proteins [118], betaine and glycine [119,120], inositol, abscisic acid ethylene [115,121],
and jasmonate [122]. At the cellular level, plant cell integrity is conserved by the controlling mechanism
that maintains the protein composition and the membrane fluidity of cells [123].

Sudden environmental changes trigger different adaptive mechanisms in plants. These mechanisms
are all efficient but differ from each other according to the responsive metabolic pathways that are
activated in plants. It is important to note that plants are differently activated; it depends on the
intensity and the kind of stimuli they are experiencing. In plants, the most frequent environmental or
abiotic stresses are heavy-metal, drought, salt, and cold, among others. All these abiotic stress factors
have, as a consequence, the activation of several molecular signaling pathways, characterized by a
specific accumulation of the biomolecules listed above [124]. Among these pathways, the lipid signaling
pathway, which has PA as a driving force, stands out from the others as being the most promising
pathway in the phenomenon of plant resistance to environmental stresses. The omnipotence of the PA
molecule in fighting against abiotic stress in plants is no longer to be discussed. However, its close
relationship with the catalyzing DGK enzymes is not deeply studied. In addition, PA production by
the DGK pathway has been shown to be the fastest and most efficient generator pathway during the
responsive reaction to abiotic stress in plants. Thus, recent studies are mainly interested in the role of
these DGK genes, as well as their mechanisms, in plant abiotic stress responses.

5.2.1. Drought Stress

Drought is a major stress factor that affects plant growth. The response to drought stress is
mainly regulated by important signal transduction pathways, including the lipid signaling pathway.
The latter is the most important molecular pathway, because it drives the production of vital molecules
like PA [125,126], PIs [127], oxylipins [128], and sphingolipids [40,129]. Many adaptive systems are
activated in plants when they are exposed to water stress, giving rise to some critical changes at the
biomolecular, physiological, and phenotypical levels. Stomatal closure, ROS clean-up, ABA-mediated
responses, and photosynthesis systems are the main responses during drought stress.

DAG is known as an important second messenger in plants; it is involved in the fastest plant
reaction to principal stress factors such as drought, cold, salinity, or certain stress-respondent hormones
like ABA and ethylene [97,130], and DAG also initiates the synthesis of PA through DGK activities [131].
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The coupled PLC/DGK through its derived PA is widely involved in ABA-mediated responses to
drought stress, with the stomata closure as the physiological reaction, which is characterized by the
production of phytosphingosine phosphates (PSPs) [132–134]. The sphingosine phosphates (SPHP)
production is currently meditated by activated phytosphingosine kinases (SPHKs) [135].

The mechanism of transcriptional regulation of a plant in response to drought stress by the action
of DGK genes remains unclear and demands more investigation. Previous studies in maize plants
revealed that the PI-PLCs (ZmPLC) and PLDs (ZmPLDα1) and ZmDGKs (ZmDGK1 and ZmDGK3)
were also involved in ABA biosynthesis, which improved a plant’s response to drought stress [136].
Recent studies on genes expression profile analyses have suggested an important role for DGK genes in
drought and salt tolerance [94]. Thus, in the last decade, many in-silico analyses have presented more
hypotheses on the importance of DGK genes in plant drought stress resistance. For example, in maize
under drought, three genes: ZmDGK1, ZmDGK3, and ZmDGK4 were upregulated at all time points
of the treatment [51]. MpDGK2 from Malus prunifolia confers drought stress tolerance in transgenic
Arabidopsis by influencing the mechanism of stomatal closure and by strongly regulating hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) accumulation under conditions of water shortage. This double action changes the
antioxidant enzyme activity, which is the major reaction in a plant’s adaptive response mechanisms.
These results exhibit fundamental roles of DGKs in plant growth and its tolerance under drought
stress [34–37]. The presence of cis-regulatory element ABRE (drought stress-responsive) in many
promoters of the soybean DGK gene family, and the characterization of their relative expression by
qRT-PCR, exhibited the upregulation of almost all GmDGKs during drought stress [50]. Additionally,
some apple DGK genes (MdDGK4 and MdDGK8) have been reported to be significantly induced under
drought stress, suggesting their involvement in plant drought stress defense. DGK gene transcripts
were also found to be highly expressed in apples in response to drought stress [19]. Meanwhile, studies
have proved that DREB2 gene expression (dehydration responsive element binding protein) could be
equally affected by PI-PLC inhibitors and DGK inhibitors. These pieces of evidence postulate that
DGK genes play a crucial role in the activation of the dehydration responsive element binding protein
(DREB2) during plants’ water shortage stress responses [137].

5.2.2. Cold Stress

To cope with environmental changes, plants engage various signaling pathways that are involved
in metabolic, molecular, and physiological adaptations [138,139]. Numerous studies have tried
explaining the mechanism of plant adaptive responses to low temperatures, and the most studied
model in plant cold stress responses remains Arabidopsis thaliana [140]. Usually, the induced reactions
to plant cold stress acclimations are associated with the production of several plant regulatory factors
like NO, ROS [141], and mitogen-activated protein kinases (MPKs) [142]. However, the expression
of cold-responsive (COR) genes is immediately stimulated, initiating plant physiological changes in
response to coldness, nonfreezing temperatures, and other environmental signals (Figure 4).

The fastest generation of PA derives from the phosphorylation of PtdInsP to PtdIns(4,5)P2;
two second messengers Ins(1,4,5)P3 and DAG are also generated from the same process. Therefore,
in response to cold stress, DGK genes use ATP to generate PA from the phosphorylation of DAG [143].

The PLC/DGK pathway was found to be activated by cold shock stimuli in Arabidopsis cell
suspension, and AtDGK1 and AtDGK2 were listed among a number of genes that were upregulated in
response to cold stress [144–146]. In another study, expressions of DGK genes were also upregulated
within 30 min in maize roots and leaves in response to cold stress [52]. Besides ROS, NO, and MPK
element mobilizations, plant cold acclimation can also be triggered by ABA accumulation. In this
case, deficient or impaired ABA biosynthesis could decrease the efficiency of a plant’s cold stress
response [147,148]. However, the accumulation of ABA in plant cells can enhance the adjustment in
Ca2+ flow, which, consequently, affects its specific mechanisms during abscisic acid signal transduction
in guard cells [149]. In maize, the interactions between DGK genes (ZmDGK1 and ZmDGK3) and ABA
biosynthesis were previously demonstrated under abiotic stress treatments [136]. This interaction
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shows ABA as a potential regulator element involved in plant cold stress response mechanisms [150].
However, it remains evident that the cold stress tolerance response copes with the induction of diverse
molecules, such as H2O2 [151], calmodulin (CaM) [152], NO [153], MPK [154,155], and CPK [156–158].
It is important to note here that the induced membrane rigidification can activate Ca2+ channels in the
plasma membrane and increase the production of PA through the PLC/DGK pathway [159].
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Figure 4. Role of DGKs in different pathways involved in the mechanisms of plant stress responses.
The membrane-bound phospholipases are stimulated by the external stress and generated lipid signaling
molecules in response to the stress. In this response mechanism, DGK (diacylglycerol kinase) promotes
a chain of reactions that includes DAG (diacylglycerol) IP3 (inositol trisphosphate), PA (phosphatidic
acid), MPK (mitogen-activated-protein kinase), the production of nitric oxide (NO), the Atypical Protein
Phosphatase 2A (PP2A), and reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the cold stress response. PLC (phospholipase
C), PLD (phospholipase D), SPHK (sphingolipid kinase), and SNRK2 (serine/threonine kinases) generate,
and phytosphingosine phosphate (PSP) influences the ABA-dependent regulation of the plant abiotic
stress responses. Finally, cytidine monophosphate-phosphatidic acid (CMP-PA), lysophosphatidic acid
(LPA) and diacylglycerol pyrophosphate (DGPP). can also stimulate many cold-responsive (COR) genes.

Recent studies on the cold stress response of Arabidopsis clearly showed that DGK genes are involved
in plant-chilling response mechanisms, which include regulating the homeostasis of triacylglycerol
(TAG), DAG, and PA [160,161]. Additionally, some DGK genes (AtDGK2, AtDGK3, and AtDGK5)
conferred an improved freezing tolerance and slowed down the production of PA in plants under cold
stress treatments [65]. Several DGK isoforms are likely to be programmed to convert the DAG into
PA in plant responses to low temperatures. In another study, the PA generation was not seriously
affected in various DGK single mutants; yet, no genetic evidence has been reported for their role in
cold responses [10,22]. The cold stress-induced stimulation of both PLD and PLC/DGK in Arabidopsis
cell suspensions, and the expression of separate DGK gene clusters, revealed that DGK genes are
upstream of different lipid signaling pathways in plant cold stress responses [162]. While the DGK
network operates either simultaneously or as a supplementary mechanism to that of PLDs to trigger
PA generation in response to cold stress [65,163].
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5.2.3. Saline and Osmotic Stresses

Soil salinity can trigger different reactions in plants. According to their biomass production under
salt stress, plants are grouped into four subgroups: Eu-halophytes, activated by a moderate degree of
salinity (Suaeda maritima and Salicornea europaea), Facultative halophytes, with growth faculties at a
low salinity (Aster tripolium and Plantago maritima), Non-halophytes, which have a low salt tolerance
(Gossypium sp. and Hordeum sp.), and Halophobic plants, which cannot tolerate salts (Glycine max and
Phaseolus vulgaris) [164].

In general, halophytes represent a group of plants that have developed some elegant mechanisms
to adapt their complete life cycles to the circumstances of high-salinity stress. Salinity is a severe source
of environmental stress that considerably reduces crop yield. Among transient methods that plants
use in response to saline and osmotic stresses, proline accumulation appears to be the best indicator.
It has been suggested that leaves accumulate more proline in order to maintain their chlorophyll levels
and cell turgor and protect photosynthetic activities under salt stress [165]. The proline accumulation
is greatest in plant leaves during the salt stress response, decreasing the GA3 and ABA levels and
increasing the accumulation of endogenous jasmonate (JA) and salicylic acid (SA) [166]. In response
to salinity, plants can also increase their PA accumulation via PLD and PLC trigging PA generation
through the catalytic activity of DGK enzymes. The latest process is a pivotal process in the mechanism
of plant adaptation to saline and osmotic stresses [167,168].

During saline and osmotic stress states, PA is generated by the combined action of PLD and
DGK activity, which could also play a fundamental role in proline accumulation [169]. Studies in
both DGK and PLD inhibition, using DGK-inhibitors and 1-butanol, suggested that DGK and PLD
inhibition could adjust the proline levels in plants during saline and osmotic stress treatments. At the
same time, the PA pool generated through DGK activity might be assigned to proline synthesis and
accumulation, since DGK inhibitors promptly stop proline accumulation [25,169]. The authors of
these studies clearly demonstrated the direct interactions existing between DGK activity and proline
accumulation in plants’ salt stress responses. Furthermore, a study from Darwish and colleagues
showed that the fastest and most transient accumulation of PA was generated through DGK activity
during the salt stress treatment in rice leaves, underlining the capital role of the PLC/DGK pathway in
earlier plant stress responses. The role of DGK genes is well-elucidated in plant root development,
and its catalytic role in PA generation leads to the activation of the serine/threonine kinases (SNRK2);
the latter is also implicated in plant responses to abiotic stresses and the abscisic acid (ABA)-dependent
response. SNRK2 remains one of the most critical active elements in the preservation of plant root
architecture under saline conditions [78,170].

In reaction to salinity, the plant response mechanism is usually coupled with oxidative stress
because of the spontaneous generation of ROS [171–173]. Plant responses to saline and osmotic stress
are well-understood. Several studies are being conducted on important mechanisms that regulate
the salt uptake, plant-functioning tissues, and lipid signaling during salt stress [174–178]. During
salt stress reactions, the ion homeostasis of cells becomes imbalanced, disrupting the control of ion
transit (ion influx and efflux) across the plasma membrane and vacuolar ion sequestration. This ionic
imbalance also affects the redox homeostasis and cellular energy storage, which are two important
factors in plant cellular architecture [179–182].

In rice leaves, PA generation during salt treatment was suggested to be mainly triggered by DGK
activities under the experimental conditions [183]. The silencing of the DGK gene expressions in rice
under salt stress treatments revealed the significant repression of some key transcriptional factors,
such as the nonexpresser of pathogenesis gene 1 (OsNPR1) and calcineurin B-like protein-interacting
protein kinases (OsCIPK15). While the transient RNA interference highly repressed the expression of
multiple OsDGK genes in rice protoplasts, the knockdown of OsDGKs caused the increase in OsCIPK15
in rice under the salt stress treatments. These results propose that DGK enzymes can regulate both the
abiotic and the biotic stresses through diverse signaling pathways [49].
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PA is rapidly generated within seconds to minutes in response to salt stress treatments in several
plant systems, as demonstrated with the suspension-cultured cells of tomatoes, tobacco, Arabidopsis,
tobacco pollen tubes, seedlings, and the leaves of Arabidopsis [184]. A study on Chlamydomonas, which is
a genus of unicellular green algae, in response to a salt stress treatment shows that a rapid generation
of PA from DGK activity could lead to lysophosphatidic acid (LPA) formation via the activity of
PLA2 [185]. This can be justified by the fact that the rapid reactions of PA and PLA were similar
to that of PPI and correlated with their generation through the DGK-PLA2 pathway. Thus, PA can
also be generated by DGK-PLA2 activity, leading to the formation of important metabolites such
as monogalactosyldiacylglycerol (MGDG), cytidine monophosphate-phosphatidic acid (CMP-PA),
CMP-PA synthase (CDS), and diacylglycerol pyrophosphate (DGPP). Some of these metabolites can
be virtually absent in nonstimulated cells but rapidly increase during salt stress treatments. In this
case, the prompt accumulation of DGPP can be considered as a typical example (Figure 5) [186].
DGKs represent a fundamental group of enzymes that are actively involved in the lipid signaling
pathway and the generation of the key lipid messengers. However, the role and the mechanism of
DGKs in PA generation during hormonal signaling remains unclear. Various DGK genes were revealed
to be upregulated by BR treatment, which is a famous class of steroid phytohormones. BRs are reputed
for their numerous roles in the regulation of plant growth and development [32,187–190]; they are also
reputed to promote key reactions during a plant’s adaptation to abiotic stresses [191–193].
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Figure 5. An overview of the general function of DGKs in the eukaryotic cells. After the
phosphatidylinositol-phospholipase C (PI-PLC) actions that produce DAG (diacylglycerol), the DGK
(diacylglycerol kinase) catalyzes the formation of PA (phosphatidic acid), which is the precursor of
cytidine monophosphate-phosphatidic acid (CMP-PA) by CMP-PA synthase (CDS), diacylglycerol
pyrophosphate (DGPP), and Lysophosphatidic acid (1-acyl-2-lyso-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidic acid; LPA)
formation via the phospholipases A2 (PLA2) in eukaryote cells during the salt stress treatment.
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A recent study has revealed epibrassinolide (EBL) as a key regulator factor of plant growth and
development, which can be an alternative regulatory factor in plants under salt stress [33]. In Arabidopsis,
the suppression of BR accumulation strongly damages the BR-dependent processes in response to
salt stress, and this reaction was more severe for DGK mutants than for WT plants. This suggests an
important role for DGK genes in the BR-dependent response reaction against salt stress and proves
that the inhibition of EBL accumulation confers as highly sensitive to salinity to DGK mutants [194].

5.2.4. Heavy Metal Stress

Over the past decade, admirable progress in several research studies in the area of plant growth
and adaptation has been noticed, especially those conducted on plant stress induced by heavy metals.
The transcriptomic analysis of several plants like Arabidopsis, Brassica, and Lycopersicum has assigned
important roles to various transcription factors (TFs) such as bHLH, bZIP, AP2, ERF, and DREB in the
mechanism of plants facing stress induced by heavy metals. That also includes the involvement of
some special genes like the DGK genes [195–197]. Beneficial elements constitute a group of elements,
including heavy metals, that can stimulate hormesis, which is presented by many toxicologists as a
biphasic dose-response. Low-dose stimulation by environmental agents reveals the beneficial effects
of heavy metals in plants, while high-dose stimulation exhibits their inhibitory or toxic effects [198].
In principle, these beneficial elements do not constitute a vital component in the metabolism of every
plant, but under diverse conditions, they can become very necessary in certain taxa, according to
their concentrations, the environmental conditions, and, especially, to plant species. During the
low concentration stages of these elements, positive responses can be triggered in terms of growth,
yield, and responses to environmental stresses [95,199]. Due to the wide distribution of DGKs in
plants, certain studies have been carried out in order to determine their expressions in several varieties
of plants in their responses to different types of stress. Thus, among these studies, it was shown
that the DGK genes of Arabidopsis (AtDGK), rice (OsDGK), tomatoes (SlDGK), soybeans (GmDGK),
wheat (TaDGK), and barley (HvDGK) were differentially regulated in response to Ag, Al, As, Cd,
Cr, Hg, and Na in different plant tissues. For example, when barley was exposed to mercury (Hg),
the HvDGK3a, HvDGK3b, and HvDGK3c genes were strongly expressed in the roots. The same effect
was observed for AtDGK5b and AtDGK7 in the roots of Arabidopsis when the latter was exposed to
silver (Ag), but when exposed to cadmium (Cd), the same genes exhibited a very low expression
in Arabidopsis shoots [80]. In 2005, Gómez-Merino proved that the AtDGK2 gene was significantly
expressed in Arabidopsis in response to aluminum (Al)-induced stress [200].

During their treatment with sodium or sodium arsenate, the OsDGK2 in rice and SiDGK1 tomatoes
were both strongly expressed in leaves. These results expose the role of DGK genes in plants’ defenses
against heavy metals stress, suggesting the existence of an interaction between these heavy metal
beneficial elements and the network of PLC/DGK in plants [197].

6. Conclusions and Perspectives

The role of lipids as modulators and signaling molecules in plants is now widely appreciated and
demands further investigation due to their prominent activity in every area of cell biology [201]. Over the
past twenty years, several studies have been conducted to further understand the PLC/DGK pathway,
which is mainly activated in response to both biotic and abiotic stresses in plants. The PLC/DGK
pathway results from a rapid accumulation of PA in response to cell exposure to various environmental
stimulators; it can also be stimulated by pathogenic infection, such as bacteria, fungi, or oomycete
infections of plants. The available data on DGK gene families for many plant species, such as Arabidopsis,
tomatoes, soybeans, rice, apples, barley, maize, and others, clearly demonstrated a novel and important
PA signaling pathway. The novel PA signaling pathway is mainly engaged in plant responses to
both biotic and abiotic stresses. However, the role of DGK in plants remains not well-understood;
plant investigators have managed to clone and characterize many DGK genes in order to lay a
good foundation for further researches, including the functional analysis of diacylglycerol kinases
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in plant growth, development, and stress resistance. Many DGK isoforms have been identified in
several plant species by in-silico analyses, and significant hypotheses on their pivotal roles in lipid
signaling were noted. Nevertheless, the involvement of DGK genes in lipid signaling molecules in
response to environmental stress still needs to be further studied in plants under stress conditions
such as water shortage, salinity, freezing, and pathogen interactions, among others. DGK gene
expression patterns vary in mammals with the development stage and environmental conditions [202];
great progress in the clarification of their roles and modes of action in mammalian cells is notable.
It is possible to test the interactions between the DGK and their protein targets, but the elucidation
of protein-protein interactions for the plant DGKs is still puzzling. Thus, to better understand the
mechanism of plant adaptation to environmental stress, it will be a good asset to combine metabolic,
molecular, and genetic approaches to further clarify the protein-protein interactions around DGK
enzyme reactions in plant cells.
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